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Mark Sloper to showcase his new neon works 
at a solo StART+ exhibition in Seoul, Korea

by Mark Sloper aka Illuminati Neon 
23 FEB – 12 MARCH 2023
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Illuminati Neon x Regina Kim, K-POP ALL OVER THE WORLD, 2023, Neon on painted canvas, 90 x 120 cm

LONDON X SEOUL, THE ART OF NEON 



Exhibition Title: 
London x Seoul The Art of Neon by Mark Sloper- Illuminati Neon
 
Location: 
StART+ (StART Plus) gallery, located in Seoul’s fashionable Songdong-gu district
76 Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul 04778 

Dates: 
23rd February – March 12th 2023 (VIP reception on the 23rd) 

This will be Mark Sloper’s first solo exhibition in Seoul.   He is showcasing more than two dozen never 
before seen works, including new collaboration pieces with the successful Korean artist Regina Kim.

Accompanying the original and limited-edition artworks will be a range of exclusive complementary 
merchandise with everything available for purchase online as well as at the gallery.

Mark Sloper says: “I’m so happy to return to Seoul with neon art.  I loved my previous trip with StART+ 
and was proud to see my beautiful queen flying high over Korea.  I’m coming back with a lot more neons 
and some kpop art I have made with the wonderful Regina Kim.”

Illuminati Neon x Regina Kim, K-WAVE, 2023, Neon on painted canvas, 97 x 131 cm

START.art Global Limited is an independent company and is not associated with Saatchi Gallery
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WWW.STARTARTFAIR.COM



START.art Global Limited is an independent company and is not associated with Saatchi Gallery
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For further information contact:
Nicola Gross
nicola@start.art 
+27 848 505 601

Illuminati Neon, Blue Queen, 2022, Neon on painted canvas, 105 x 128 cm

Notes to Editors:
Since its inception, almost 10 years ago, StART art fair has helped springboard the careers of 
a wealth of exciting young talent and is now arguably the most international of contemporary
art fairs. With galleries and creatives from every continent, the event is widely known for 
showcasing tomorrow’s international stars. The fair acts as a snapshot of new art from around 
the world in an intimately sized venue, with the aim of helping critics and collectors navigate 
the ever-growing geographical expansion of the art world.

StART+ is a series of curated pop-ups in major cities around the world. They are both solo and 
group exhibitions

StART is a division of Live Company Group a live sports and entertainment company 
headquartered in the United Kingdom.

www.startartfair.com  / Instagram @start.art.global / Facebook @start.art.global

Illuminati Neon, New Tribute Queen, 2023, Print, 90 x 120 cm


